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Abstract CO2 capture and storage (CCS) is a climate change mitigation7

strategy that aims to reduce the amount of CO2 vented into the atmosphere8

from industrial processes. Designing cost-effective CCS infrastructure is criti-9

cal in meeting CO2 emission reduction targets and is a computationally chal-10

lenging problem. We formalize the computational problem of designing cost-11

effective CCS infrastructure and detail the fundamental intractability of de-12

signing CCS infrastructure as problem instances grow in size. We explore the13

problem’s relationship to the ecosystem of network design problems, and in-14

troduce three novel algorithms for its solution. We evaluate our proposed al-15

gorithms against existing exact approaches for CCS infrastructure design and16

find that they all run in dramatically less time than the exact approaches and17

generate solutions that are very close to optimal. Decreasing the time it takes18

to determine CCS infrastructure designs will support national-level scenario19

analysis, undertaking risk and sensitivity assessments, and understanding the20

impact of government policies (e.g., tax credits for CCS).21
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1 Introduction24

CO2 capture and storage (CCS) is the process of capturing CO2 emissions from25

industrial sources, such as coal-fired and natural gas power plants, transport-26

ing the CO2 via a dedicated pipeline network, and injecting it into geological27

reservoirs for the purpose of combating climate change and economic benefit28

(e.g., enhanced oil recovery, tax credits). CCS is a key technology in all climate29

change mitigation plans that limit global temperatures below 2 ◦C of warming.30

To have a meaningful impact, this will involve optimizing infrastructure de-31

ployments for hundreds of sources and reservoirs, and thousands of kilometers32

of pipeline networks.33

Deploying CCS infrastructure on a massive scale requires careful and com-34

prehensive planning to ensure investments are made in a cost-effective man-35

ner (Smit, 2014). At its core, designing CCS infrastructure is an optimization36

problem that aims to determine the most cost-effective locations and quanti-37

ties of CO2 to capture, route via pipeline, and inject for storage. Designing38

CCS infrastructure can naturally be formulated as a Mixed Integer Linear Pro-39

gram (MILP) that aims to minimize total cost, while capturing and injecting a40

target amount of CO2. The MILP is parameterized with a candidate pipeline41

network constructed from a weighted cost surface, and economic and capacity42

data about the possible source and sink locations. We show in this research43

that designing CCS infrastructure is a generalization of the well-studied NP-44

Hard fixed charge network flow (FCNF) problem (Guisewite and Pardalos,45

1990). This means that optimal algorithms for designing CCS infrastructure46

do not efficiently scale as scenarios grow in size.47

The intractability of designing CCS infrastructure impacts CCS infrastruc-48

ture design studies in three ways. First, CCS infrastructure studies are moving49

from local scale projects with tens of sources and sinks to regional and national50

scale projects with thousands of sources and sinks. For instances of this size,51

MILP implementations have not been successful at executing in a reasonable52

time period (e.g., 40% gap after 72 hours). Second, many CCS infrastructure53

studies explore impacts of minute changes to input parameters that arise due54

to uncertainty (e.g., reservoir specific storage potential or injectivity). Studies55

of this type require ensemble runs, where thousands of differently parameter-56

ized instances are generated and solved, with results feeding the generation of57

more instances. Finally, studies are being proposed that consider continuous58

reservoir regions instead of discrete point locations. To solve these problems,59

the infrastructure design algorithm will need to be run many sequential times60

where, between runs, discrete reservoir locations are moved based on the pre-61

vious iteration’s solution. It is not possible to rely on MILP formulations to62

solve these types of problems. New optimization techniques need to be de-63

veloped to address the problem of designing CCS infrastructure for massive64

deployments.65

In this research, we introduce the CCS Infrastructure Design (CID) prob-66

lem and develop custom optimization algorithms for it. We prove that CID is67

a generalization of the well-studied FCNF problem and characterize its com-68
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putational complexity. We then introduce three fast algorithms for the CID69

problem. Finally, we evaluate the performance of the algorithms on realis-70

tic datasets and find that they reduce running time compared to an optimal71

MILP, with a minimal increase in solution costs. Reducing the time it takes72

to determine CCS infrastructure designs will support national-level scenarios,73

undertaking risk and sensitivity assessments, and understanding the impact74

of government policies (e.g., tax credits for CCS).75

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We formalize the problem in76

Section 2 and characterize its computational complexity. Section 3 discusses77

related work. Our three algorithms are presented in Section 4. Experimental78

results are presented in Section 5 and we conclude in Section 6.79

2 Problem Formulation80

Given a set of CO2 emitters (sources), geological reservoirs, and a candidate81

pipeline network, the goal of the CCS Infrastructure Design (CID) problem is82

to determine, in a cost-minimal fashion, which sources to capture from, which83

reservoirs to inject into, and which (and what diameter) pipelines to build to84

capture a pre-determined system-wide quantity of CO2.85

The sources and reservoirs are parameterized with an economic model con-86

sisting of fixed costs to open locations (millions of dollars), and variable costs87

to utilize the locations (dollars per tonne of CO2 captured/injected). These88

costs vary based on the ease of injection at that particular site. Candidate89

pipeline routes are constructed from a weighted cost surface (Hoover et al.,90

2020; Middleton et al., 2012; Yaw et al., 2019). Pipelines have construction91

and per-tonne utilization costs dependent on their geographic location and92

the quantity of CO2 they transport. Pipelines can intuitively be represented93

Fig. 1: Two linear trends approximating the cost of a pipeline given the trans-
portation volume.
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as a number of discrete pipeline sizes (i.e. diameters) and their associated costs94

and capacities. Pipeline costs include construction and operation costs (e.g.,95

pumping stations, maintenance). In a mixed integer linear program (MILP)96

formulation, this representation requires an integer variable for each possi-97

ble pipeline edge/size pair, which results in a large number of variables and98

quickly leads to intractable formulations. To reduce the number of integer99

variables used in the MILP formulation, pipelines can be represented as a100

smaller set of linear functions (called trends) of pipeline capacity versus cost.101

The composition of these trends forms a pipeline capacity versus cost func-102

tion that is increasing, piecewise linear, and subadditive. An example of two103

trends approximating the non-linear pipeline capacity versus cost function is104

presented in Figure 1. The pipeline costs that the trends approximate were de-105

termined using the National Energy Technology Laboratory’s CO2 Transport106

Cost Model (National Energy Technology Laboratory, 2018). The increasing107

and subadditivity properties of the cost function enforces that a pipeline of108

a given capacity is cheaper than multiple pipelines of smaller capacities or a109

pipeline of a larger than necessary capacity. It is also assumed that the ca-110

pacity of the largest pipeline trend is arbitrarily large. Using pipeline trends111

instead of explicit diameters allows for simpler formulations compared to the112

discrete formulation while still ensuring that the cost model is realistic (Mid-113

dleton, 2013). All fixed construction costs are annualized by way of a capital114

recovery factor that accounts for project financing. The CID problem based115

on linearized pipelines is formulated as an MILP below:116

117

Instance Input Parameters:118

F src
i Annualized fixed cost to open source i ($M/yr)
F res
j Annualized fixed cost to open reservoir j ($M/yr)
V src
i Variable cost to capture CO2 from source i ($/tCO2)
V res
j Variable cost to inject CO2 in reservoir j ($/tCO2)
S Set of sources
R Set of reservoirs
I Set of vertices (sources, reservoirs, and pipeline junctions)
K Set of candidate pipeline edges
C Set of pipeline capacity trends
Qsrc

i Annual CO2 production rate at source i (tCO2/yr)
Qres

j Total capacity of reservoir j (tCO2)
Qmax

kc Max annual capacity of pipeline k with trend c (tCO2/yr)
Qmin

kc Min annual capacity of pipeline k with trend c (tCO2/yr)
αkc Variable transport cost on pipeline k with trend c ($/tCO2)
βkc Annualized fixed cost for pipeline k with trend c ($M/yr)
L Length of project (years)
T Target CO2 capture amount for project (tCO2/yr)

MILP Decision Variables:119
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si ∈ {0, 1} Indicates if source i is opened
rj ∈ {0, 1} Indicates if reservoir j is opened
ykc ∈ {0, 1} Indicates if pipeline k with trend c is opened
ai ∈ R≥0 Annual CO2 captured at source i (tCO2/yr)
bj ∈ R≥0 Annual CO2 injected in reservoir j (tCO2/yr)
pkc ∈ R≥0 Annual CO2 in pipeline k with trend c (tCO2/yr)

120

The MILP is driven by the objective function:121

min

capture cost︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
i∈S

(F src
i si + V src

i ai) +

transport cost︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
k∈K
c∈C

(αkcpkc + βkcykc) +

storage cost︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
j∈R

(F res
j rj + V res

j bj)

Subject to the following constraints:

Qmin
kc ykc ≤ pkc ≤ Qmax

kc ykc, ∀k ∈ K, ∀c ∈ C (1)

∑
k∈K:

src(k)=n

∑
c∈C

pkc −
∑
k∈K:

dest(k)=n

∑
c∈C

pkc =


an if n ∈ S
−bn if n ∈ R
0 otherwise

, ∀n ∈ I (2)

ai ≤ Qsrc
i si, ∀i ∈ S (3)

bjL ≤ Qres
j rj , ∀j ∈ R (4)∑

i∈S
ai ≥ T (5)

Where constraint 1 ensures that a pipeline is built before transporting CO2 and122

that the pipeline’s capacity is appropriate for the amount of flow. Constraint 2123

enforces conservation of flow at each internal vertex. Constraint 3 ensures a124

source is opened before capturing CO2 and that the captured amount is limited125

by the source’s maximum production. Constraint 4 limits lifetime storage for126

each reservoir by its maximum capacity, and constraint 5 ensures the total127

system-wide capture amount meets the target.128

2.1 Computational Complexity129

CID generalizes the Fixed Charge Network Flow (FCNF) problem: Consider130

a directed graph with edge capacities and fixed edge costs. Purchasing an131

edge incurs its fixed cost and allows it to host any amount of flow up to132

its capacity. A subset of the vertices are designated as sources and have an133

associated amount of flow they are able to supply. Likewise, a subset of the134

vertices are designated as sinks (analogous to reservoirs in the CID problem)135

and have an associated amount of flow they demand. The goal of the FCNF136

problem is to determine a least-cost set of edges that allows sufficient flow to137

be routed from the sources to the sinks to satisfy all of the sink demand (Kim138

and Pardalos, 1999).139
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Fig. 2: Dominating Set reduction to the FCNF problem where each edge is
weighted as (cost, capacity).

Theorem 1 There is no γ ln |V |-approximation algorithm for the FCNF prob-140

lem, where 0 < γ < 1 is some constant, unless P = NP .141

Proof This complexity result is via an approximation-preserving reduction142

from the Dominating Set problem: Given a graph G = (V,E), find a mini-143

mum sized U ⊆ V such that for each vertex v in V \ U , there is some vertex144

u in U such that the edge (u, v) is in E.145

Let G = (V,E) be an instance of Dominating Set where |V | = n. G reduces146

to an FCNF instance G′ = (V ′, E′) as follows: For each vertex v in V , make a147

new vertex vin. Make a directed edge with cost zero and capacity one from the148

new vertex to the original one (the dotted red edges in Figure 2). For every149

edge e = (u, v) in E, make the directed edges (u, vin) and (v, uin) with cost150

zero and capacity one (the solid black edges in Figure 2). Create a new vertex151

s and for each vertex v in V , make the directed edge (s, v) with cost one and152

infinite capacity (the dashed green edges in Figure 2). Let the original vertices153

V be the sinks and each have a demand of one. Let s be the single source and154

let its supply be |V |. Figure 2 shows the reduction from Dominating Set to155

FCNF.156

Suppose that U ⊆ V is a dominating set of G with |U | = k. For each vertex157

in V \ U , associate it with one neighbor that is in U . In this way, each vertex158

u in U is associated with a set of neighbors Nu that are in V \ U . U can now159

be translated into a source-sink flow of cost k in G′. For each vertex u in U ,160

push |Nu|+1 units of flow from the source s to u. One unit of that flow will be161

consumed by u and the additional |Nu| units of flow will be distributed to the162

neighbors in Nu. Consider a vertex v in V \U . This vertex has been associated163

with a single neighbor vertex u that is in U . Since v and u are neighbors in164

G, the directed edges (u, vin) and (vin, v) are in G′ and form a path from u165

to v. The capacity of this path is one, so one unit of flow can be pushed to166

each vertex v in V \ U from its associated neighbor vertex u in U . Therefore,167

this flow will satisfy all demand in G′ and its cost will be k since the only168

costs incurred are the fixed unit costs for sending flow to the nodes directly169

connected to source s (i.e. the vertices in U).170

Suppose there is a flow solution to G′ of cost k. This means that every171

vertex in V receives one unit of flow from source s. Let U be the set of vertices172

receiving flow directly from source s. Since the only costs incurred in the flow173

network are on vertices receiving flow directly from source s, |U | = k. Consider174
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a vertex v in V \U . Suppose that v was able to forward flow to another vertex175

in V ′. This would require v receiving more than one unit of flow, since v’s176

demand for one unit needs to be satisfied. There are only two directed edges177

into v: (vin, v) and (s, v). Since v is not in U , the directed edge (s, v) is not178

carrying any flow. Since the capacity of (vin, v) is one, all of the flow carried179

on this edge must be used to satisfy v’s demand. Therefore, there is no excess180

flow available for v to forward to another vertex in V ′. This means that every181

vertex in V \ U must be receiving flow from a neighbor that is in U , which182

means that U is a dominating set of V .183

Since any dominating set in G of size k corresponds to a flow in G′ of184

cost k and conversely, inapproximability results the Dominating Set problem185

hold for the FCNF problem. It was shown by Raz and Safra (1997) that there186

exists a constant, 0 < γ < 1, such that the Dominating Set problem cannot187

be approximated within a factor of γ ln |V | unless P = NP , thus this result188

holds for the FCNF problem as well.189

Corollary 1 The CID problem has the same inapproximability result as the190

FCNF problem.191

Proof CID generalizes the classic FCNF problem by allowing parallel edges192

representing different pipeline sizes. Other apparent differences between CID193

and FCNF are not actually generalizations of the FCNF model: Source and194

reservoir costs and capacities can be pushed to a new edge between the original195

source/reservoir and a new node. Also, allowing only a subset of the demand196

to be captured can be enforced with a new source node that feeds the original197

sources and a new reservoir node connected to the original reservoirs with the198

required demand (i.e. the target CO2 capture amount).199

As such, CID cannot be easier to approximate than FCNF.200

201

Because of this complexity result, we pursue fast suboptimal algorithms202

for CID in Section 4.203

3 Related Work204

Variations on the CID problem have been studied and numerous approaches205

have been developed to intelligently design CCS infrastructure. SimCCS is206

an economic-engineering optimization tool for designing CCS infrastructure207

and is the premier CCS infrastructure modelling tool (Middleton and Bielicki,208

2009; Middleton et al., 2020; Yaw and Middleton, 2018). SimCCS concur-209

rently optimizes selection of sources, reservoirs, and pipeline routes. One of210

the key features unique to SimCCS relative to other CCS infrastructure de-211

sign models is the integration of routing based on geographical features (e.g.,212

population density, topography, existing rights of way) (van den Broek et al.,213

2009; Gale et al., 2001; Morbee et al., 2011). Put another way, SimCCS uses214

a MILP solver to solve the CID problem stated in Section 2 whereas other215
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CCS infrastructure design models can only solve simplified versions of the216

CID problem.217

No work has been done trying to develop suboptimal solutions to the CID218

problem in faster running time than solving the MILP formulations. However,219

extensive work has been done in the context of the FNCF problem, which is220

a special case of the CID problem, as discussed in Section 2. FCNF is itself221

a variant of the minimum concave network flow (MCNF) problem, where the222

edge cost function is concave. Due to the economies of scale property inher-223

ent to concave cost functions, MCNF problems arise in a variety of applica-224

tions ranging from offshore platform drilling (Glover, 2005) to traffic networks225

(Poorzahedy and Rouhani, 2007). Algorithms developed for MCNF problems226

can generally be categorized as: exact algorithms, genetic algorithms, simu-227

lated annealing algorithms, slope scaling heuristics, and/or greedy heuristics.228

MCNF is an NP-Hard problem and cannot, in general, be solved optimally229

in polynomial time. However, useful instances of MCNF can still be solved230

optimally and, exact methods have been widely explored for these cases (Fontes231

and Gonçalves, 2012). Gallo et al. created a branch and bound procedure as232

one of the original algorithms for solving MCNF (Gallo et al., 1980). Since233

then, numerous studies have used a combination of relaxation, bounding, and234

cutting to find exact solutions (Crainic et al., 2005; Dang et al., 2011; Fontes235

and Gonçalves, 2012; Gallo et al., 1980; Hochbaum and Segev, 1989; Khang236

and Fujiwara, 1991; Kliewer and Timajev, 2005; Kowalski et al., 2014).237

Optimal techniques have also been developed for the FCNF problem relying238

on Benders decompositions (Costa, 2005) and branch-and-cut techniques (Gen-239

dron and Larose, 2014; Ortega and Wolsey, 2003). Other approaches include240

cutting-plane and Lagrangian relaxation (Gendron, 2011).241

Genetic algorithms have been extensively studied to search for high quality242

solutions to MCNF problems. Fontes and Gonçalves introduced one of the243

first genetic algorithms followed by a local search to improve results (Fontes244

and Gonçalves, 2007). Yan et al. developed a genetic algorithm that preforms245

better than several local search algorithms (Yan et al., 2005). Xie and Jia246

used a hybrid minimum cost flow and genetic algorithm (Xie and Jia, 2012).247

Smith and Walters solved a variation of the problem where the base graph is248

a tree (Smith and Walters, 2000).249

Simulated annealing methods randomly explore the search space and grad-250

ually increase the probability of exploring edges that led to low cost solutions.251

Altiparmak and Karaoglan used a hybrid of simulated annealing and a tabu252

search strategy (Altiparmak and Karaoglan, 2008). Yaghini et al. solved a253

multi-commodity flow network variant (Yaghini et al., 2012). Dang et al. used254

a variant of simulated annealing called deterministic annealing method to solve255

instances with high arc densities (Dang et al., 2011).256

Slope scaling heuristics iteratively solve relaxed versions of the initial solu-257

tion, updating costs after each iteration to find better approximations (Crainic258

et al., 2005; Ekşioğlu et al., 1970; Gendron et al., 2018; Kim and Pardalos,259

1999; Lamar et al., 1990). Crainic et al. developed a slope scaling heuristic260

which relaxes the solution by replacing the fixed and variable costs with a261
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single variable cost. To avoid becoming stuck in local optima, they introduce a262

long-term memory procedure, which perturbs the solution based on previous263

flow values and significantly improves results (Crainic et al., 2005). Gendron264

et al. improved this algorithm by introducing an additional iterative linear265

program approach (Gendron et al., 2018). Due to the success of slope scaling266

heuristics in many application areas, we employ this technique in the design267

of the algorithm presented in Section 4.2.268

Greedy heuristics are a popular technique for finding MCNF and FCNF so-269

lutions. Early heuristics relied on local searches with various adding, dropping,270

and swapping strategies (Billheimer and Gray, 1973; Guisewite and Pardalos,271

1991; Monteiro and Fontes, 2005). Later approaches often implemented mem-272

ory via a tabu search to avoid getting stuck in local optima (Altiparmak and273

Karaoglan, 2008; Bazlamacci and Hindi, 1996; Kim et al., 2006; Poorzahedy274

and Rouhani, 2007). Guisewite and Pardalos explored several local search275

heuristics based on finding a set of shortest paths between a single source276

and multiple sinks (Guisewite and Pardalos, 1991). One such heuristic finds277

all shortest paths between the source and sinks and then selects the smallest278

number of cheapest paths that satisfy flow requirements. We follow a similar279

approach in the design of the algorithm presented in Section 4.1, with the main280

difference being that our algorithm recalculates the shortest paths after each281

path is selected, to take advantage of already used edge capacity. We chose282

this technique in an effort to explore provable performance and a potential283

approximation algorithm.284

4 Algorithms285

Existing approaches to solving CCS infrastructure design type problems rely286

on exact techniques, specifically solving MILPs like the one detailed in Sec-287

tion 2. The running time of MILP solvers does not scale linearly with linearly288

increasing input size. Large instances (e.g., thousands of vertices and pipeline289

components) cannot be solved by MILPs in a reasonable time, which motivates290

the search for sub-optimal techniques with better running time performance.291

In this section, we present three algorithms for CID.292

4.1 Greedy Add293

The first algorithm we introduce iteratively builds a solution by greedily se-294

lecting cheap (source, reservoir) pairs, as well as the cheapest appropriately295

sized pipelines connecting them. This algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1296

and detailed below with references to the applicable lines of Algorithm 1.297

First, for each (source, reservoir) pair, the maximum amount of CO2 that298

is able to be transferred between the pair is determined. This value is calculated299

as the minimum of the source’s uncaptured production, the reservoir’s unused300

capacity, and the amount of the target capture remaining (line 4).301
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Second, the (source, reservoir) pair’s capture and storage costs are calcu-302

lated. Fixed costs are only included if the source or reservoir has not yet been303

opened (lines 6-11). Variable costs are included based on the amount of CO2304

that was determined to be transferred between the source and reservoir (line 5).305

Third, the cheapest path between the source and reservoir for the amount306

of CO2 that will be transferred is calculated. To calculate the cheapest path,307

the pipeline network first needs to be parameterized with costs that reflect the308

cost to transport that amount of CO2 along each pipeline component. These309

costs need to take into account the following considerations:310

1. Unused pipeline capacity that has already been purchased.311

2. Upgrade costs associated with moving from one trend to a higher capacity312

trend.313

3. Changes to the variable costs for CO2 already being transported along that314

pipeline component associated with changing pipeline trends.315

4. Cost savings associated with downsizing pipeline capacities due to redi-316

recting CO2 (i.e. pushing CO2 in the opposite direction of CO2 already317

being transported).318

Parameterizing the pipeline network with costs is done in lines 13-27. Each319

pipeline component e = (u, v) is sequentially considered as a directed edge.320

Depending on the pipeline trend already purchased and existing CO2 flow on321

e or e′ = (v, u), there are three possibilities for the new pipeline’s required322

volume and the existing pipeline’s cost:323

1. e is already hosting CO2 (lines 14-16). In this case, the new volume of CO2324

on e will be the existing volume plus the new amount being transported.325

The old pipeline cost is the old cost of e.326

2. e′ is already hosting CO2 (lines 17-19). Pipelines cannot transport CO2 in327

both directions. If e′ is already hosting CO2, adding flow in the opposite328

direction on e represents redirecting CO2 that was traveling from v to u. If329

e′ is hosting less CO2 than the amount being transported, the new volume330

of CO2 on e will be the new amount minus the amount e′ is currently331

hosting. If e′ is hosting more CO2 than the amount being transported,332

the new volume of CO2 on e′ would be the amount e′ is currently hosting333

minus the new amount. In either case, the magnitude of the difference is334

the new volume of CO2, so line 18 captures both with the absolute value.335

In both cases, the old pipeline cost is the old cost of e′.336

3. Neither e nor e′ is already hosting CO2 (lines 20-22). In this case, the new337

volume of CO2 on e will be the new amount being transported and there338

was no old pipeline cost.339

The cost associated with using pipeline component e is then calculated by340

first determining the smallest trend that will fit the new volume of CO2 (line341

24). A pipeline of sufficient capacity is always available since the maximum342

capacity of the largest trend exceeds the target CO2 capture amount. The new343

cost of the pipeline component is calculated as the fixed cost for the selected344

trend plus the utilization cost as a factor of the new volume of CO2 (line 25).345
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The cost of pipeline component e is set to be the new cost minus the old346

pipeline component cost (line 26). This is the cost to use pipeline component347

e, factoring in already purchased pipeline infrastructure. A consequence of348

this calculation is that the cost of e can be negative when e′ is hosting CO2.349

If redirecting CO2 results in the new cost of the pipeline component being350

lower than the old cost of e′, the cost to use e will be negative. Selecting e in351

this case represents redirecting some of the CO2 that was traversing e′,thereby352

enabling a smaller pipeline trend for the remaining CO2, less utilization, and a353

cost savings. The cheapest path can then be calculated between the source and354

reservoir (line 28). Since there can be negative edge weights in the network,355

and possibly negative cycles, we implemented this step by setting the capacity356

of each edge to 1 and finding the minimum-cost flow of value 1.357

After the costs for each (source, reservoir) pair are calculated, the pair358

that captures, transports, and injects CO2 for the lowest cost per tonne is359

added to the solution (lines 31-35). When the cheapest pair is selected, the360

infrastructure used to support the pair is updated for future iterations (lines361

38-63). For the selected source and reservoir, they are added to the solution362

and their amounts captured and stored are updated (lines 39-40). The path363

between the source and reservoir is added one edge at a time (lines 42-63). In a364

similar fashion as was done to parameterize the costs for the pipeline network365

when finding cheapest paths, the new edge added to the solution depends366

on whether or not that edge (or its reverse) was already in the solution. If367

the edge was already in the solution, it will stay in the solution with a new368

volume of CO2 being the old volume plus the new amount being transported369

(lines 43-45). If the edge in the reverse direction is already in the solution, the370

edge added to the solution and its volume of CO2 depends on if the reverse371

edge was hosting more or less than the new amount of CO2 being transported372

(lines 46-53). If neither the edge nor the reverse direction edge is already in373

the solution, the edge is added with a volume of CO2 being the new amount374

being transported (lines 54-56).375

This process then repeats until the target quantity of CO2 is captured.376

The running time for Algorithm 1 is driven by lines 2-36. The running time377

for the algorithm is O((|S||R|)2(|K||C| + ShortestPath)), where |S| is the378

number of sources, |R| is the number of reservoirs, |K| is the number of pipeline379

components, |C| is the number of trends, and ShortestPath is the running380

time for the shortest path algorithm used. Line 2 repeats until the capture381

target is met by maximizing the transfer between some (source, reservoir)382

pair at each iteration of the algorithm. Since the transfer between each pair383

is maximized, it cannot be revisited in future iterations. This means that line384

2 cannot repeat more than |S||R| times. Line 3 repeats |S||R| times. Line385

13-27 runs in |K||C| time and line 28 runs in whatever the running time is386

of the selected shortest path algorithm. When there are a reasonable number387

of trends, the shortest path algorithm at line 28 will dominate the running388

time. A preliminary version of this algorithm appeared in a poster at ACM’s389

e-Energy conference in 2019 (Whitman et al., 2019).390
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Algorithm 1 Greedy Add

Input: Sources S, Reservoirs R, Candidate Pipelines K, Capture Target T
Output:S′ ⊆ S,R′ ⊆ R,K′ ⊆ K

1: S′, R′,K′ = ∅; captured = 0; minCost =∞; minSet = ∅
2: while captured < T do
3: for (src, res) ∈ S ×R do
4: c = min(src.remainingProduction, res.remainingCapacity, T − captured)
5: cost = c · (src.variableCost + res.variableCost)
6: if src.captured = 0 then
7: cost += src.fixedCost
8: end if
9: if res.stored = 0 then

10: cost += res.fixedCost
11: end if
12:
13: for directed edge e = (u, v) in K do
14: if e = (u, v) in K′ then
15: vol = e.transported + c
16: oldCost = e.costInK′

17: else if e′ = (v, u) in K′ then
18: vol = |c - e′.transported|
19: oldCost = e′.costInK′

20: else
21: vol = c
22: oldCost = 0
23: end if
24: trend = smallestTrendWithCapacity(vol)
25: newCost = trend.fixedCost + trend.variableCost · vol
26: e.setCost(newCost - oldCost)
27: end for
28: path = shortestPathInK(src, res)
29: cost += path.cost
30:
31: cost /= c
32: if cost < minCost then
33: minCost = cost
34: minSet = {src, res, path, c}
35: end if
36: end for
37:
38: Let src, res, path, and c be the references contained in minSet
39: S′.add(src), R′.add(res)
40: src.captured += c, res.stored += c, captured += c
41:
42: for directed edge e = (u, v) in path do
43: if e = (u, v) in K′ then
44: newEdge = e
45: vol = e.transported + c
46: else if e′ = (v, u) in K′ then
47: if e′.transported < c then
48: newEdge = e
49: vol = c - e′.transported
50: else
51: newEdge = e′

52: vol = e′.transported - c
53: end if
54: else
55: newEdge = e
56: vol = c
57: end if
58: K′.remove(e), K′.remove(e′)
59: trend = smallestTrendWithCapacity(vol)
60: newEdge.transported = vol
61: newEdge.costInK′ = trend.fixedCost + trend.variableCost · vol
62: K′.add(newEdge)
63: end for
64: end while
65: return {S′, R′,K′}
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4.2 Iterative LP391

The second algorithm we introduce iteratively solves linear programs that re-392

sult from removing all integer variables from the mixed integer linear program393

formulated in Section 2. Removing integer variables allows the resulting linear394

programs to be solved optimally in polynomial running time. However, the395

integer variables in the original mixed integer linear program formulation pro-396

vided the mechanism to charge the fixed cost based on the binary decision of397

whether infrastructure was used or not. Each type of infrastructure entity (i.e.398

source, pipeline, or reservoir) in the CID problem has a fixed utilization cost399

F and variable utilization cost V . This means that the total cost for an entity400

is Fw + V x, where w indicates if the entity is in use and x is the continuous401

amount of CO2 processed by the entity. To approximate fixed costs with only402

continuous variables, entity costs are reformulated by removing the fixed uti-403

lization component and changing the variable utilization coefficient from V to404

F
x̂ + V , where x̂ is an estimate of what the value of x will be when the linear405

program is solved. Therefore, the closer x is to x̂, the closer the reformulated406

cost is to the true cost. This results in the following linear program, where â,407

p̂, and b̂ are the estimated capture, transportation, and injection amounts:408

min

capture cost︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
i∈S

(
F src
i

âi
+ V src

i

)
ai +

transport cost︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
k∈K
c∈C

(
αkc +

βkc
p̂kc

)
pkc +

storage cost︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
j∈R

(
F res
j

b̂j
+ V res

j

)
bj

Subject to constraints 2 and 5 from Section 2 and the following modified409

constraints:410

0 ≤ pkc ≤ Qmax
kc , ∀k ∈ K, ∀c ∈ C (6)

ai ≤ Qsrc
i , ∀i ∈ S (7)

bjL ≤ Qres
j , ∀j ∈ R (8)

These constraints are similar to constraints 1, 3, and 4 from Section 2. Con-411

straint 6 limits the maximum capacity of a pipeline. Constraint 7 limits the412

amount captured at each source by its maximum production, and constraint 8413

limits lifetime storage for each reservoir by its maximum capacity.414

An iterative scheme is used to generate estimated â, p̂, and b̂ values: The415

estimated values are all initially set to one and the linear program is solved,416

resulting in solution values for a, p, and b. For each subsequent iteration, the417

estimated â, p̂, and b̂ values are set to equal the previous iteration’s a, p, and418

b values. In this way, if an infrastructure entity’s utilization remains identical419

across iterations, its total cost will accurately reflect the correct fixed and420

variable costs, since (F/x̂+ V )x = F + V x when x = x̂. However, there is no421

guarantee that the utilization values will stabilize between iterations, so we422

cannot depend on this process by itself to return high-quality solutions.423
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Two procedures, motivated by Crainic et al. (2005), are used to explic-424

itly search for improved solutions, instead of just aiming to accurately reflect425

costs. Both of these procedures incentivize use of specific infrastructure based426

on usage in previous iterations of the algorithm. The intensification proce-427

dure prioritizes heavily-used infrastructure to improve existing solutions. The428

diversification procedure prioritizes seldom used infrastructure to encourage429

exploration of new solutions. Both of these procedures modify the â, p̂, and430

b̂ values based on utilization statistics from previous iterations. The relevant431

utilization statistics are the same for each family of variables in the linear pro-432

gram (i.e. a, p, and b), so they can all be represented with a generic variable x:433

avgxi
n Average value of xi in first n iterations

maxxi
n Maximum value of xi in first n iterations

ratxi
n Equal to avgxi

n /maxxi
n

numxi
n Number of times xi was non-zero in first n iterations

µx
n Average number of non-zero x’s in first n iterations
σx
n Standard deviation of number of non-zero x’s in n iterations

434

This algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2 and detailed below. The algo-435

rithm alternates between intensification (lines 8-18) and diversification (lines436

21-31) phases until the maximum number of iterations is exceeded (line 2). In437

the intensification phases, entities that are already extensively deployed are438

defined as entities xi where numxi
n ≥ µx

n + 1
2σ

x
n (line 10). For these entities, x̂i439

is set to 1/(1−ratxi
n ) (line 11) which makes the cost coefficient in the objective440

function for entity xi equal to F (1 − ratxi
n ) + V . On the other hand, uncom-441

monly deployed entities are defined as entities xi where numxi
n < µx

n (line 12).442

For these entities, x̂i is set to 1/(2 − ratxi
n ) (line 13) which makes the cost443

coefficient in the objective function for entity xi equal to F (2− ratxi
n ) +V . All444

other entities have x̂i is set to 1 (line 15), which makes the cost coefficient in445

the objective function for entity xi equal to F+V . This results in incentivizing446

the use of extensively deployed entities (since 1 − ratxi
n ≤ 1), disincentivizing447

the use of uncommonly deployed entities (since 2 − ratxi
n ≥ 1).448

In the diversification phases, extensively and uncommonly deployed entities449

are defined in the same way as in the intensification phases. For extensively450

deployed entities, x̂i is set to 1/(1 + ratxi
n ) (line 24) which makes the cost451

coefficient in the objective function for entity xi equal to F (1+ratxi
n )+V . For452

uncommonly deployed entities, x̂i is set to 1/ratxi
n (line 26) which makes the453

cost coefficient in the objective function for entity xi equal to F · ratxi
n +V . All454

other entities have x̂i is set to 1 (line 28), which makes the cost coefficient in455

the objective function for entity xi equal to F+V . This results in incentivizing456

the use of uncommonly deployed entities (since ratxi
n ≤ 1), disincentivizing the457

use of extensively deployed entities (since 1 + ratxi
n ≥ 1).458

This algorithm alternates between intensification and diversification phases459

until the maximum number of iterations is exceeded (line 2). At each itera-460

tion, â, p̂, and b̂ are determined and the linear program described above is461

formulated and solved (lines 33-34). The resulting solution is used to update462

the utilization statistics and the next iteration begins (line 42). Changing from463

intensification phases to diversification phases and back is done whenever so-464
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lution costs fail to improve within some threshold number of iterations (lines465

3-5 and 35-41). Once the target number of iterations is completed, the set of466

sources, reservoirs, and pipeline components from the last iteration is returned.467

Finally, the real cost of this infrastructure must be calculated, since the cost468

used in the algorithm is not the actual cost, but the scaled cost defined in the469

objective of the linear program in Section 4.2.470

The running time for each iteration of Algorithm 2 is driven by the formu-471

lation and solving of the linear program in lines 33-34. The linear program has472

O(|S|+|K||C|+|R|) variables and O(|K||C|+|I|+|S|+|R|) constraints, where473

|S| is the number of sources, |R| is the number of reservoirs, |K| is the number474

of pipeline components, |C| is the number of trends, and |I| is the number of475

vertices in the pipeline network. The running time is then O(numIterations ·476

|LP |), where numIterations is the number of iterations enforced in line 2 and477

|LP | is the running time associated with constructing and solving the linear478

program solver.479
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Algorithm 2 Iterative LP

Input: Sources S, Reservoirs R, Candidate Pipelines K, Capture Target T
Parameters: maxIterations, improvingThreshold
Output: S′ ⊆ S,R′ ⊆ R,K′ ⊆ K

1: S′, R′,K′ = ∅; minCost =∞; phase = 1; unimproved = 0
2: for n < maxIterations do
3: if unimproved ≥ improvingThreshold then
4: phase ∗= −1
5: end if
6: if phase == 1 then
7: // Intensification
8: for each family of variables x ∈ {a, b, p} do
9: for each i do

10: if num
xi
n−1 ≥ µxn−1 + 1

2
σx
n−1 then

11: x̂i =
(

1− rat
xi
n−1

)−1

12: else if num
xi
n−1 < µxn−1 then

13: x̂i =
(

2− rat
xi
n−1

)−1

14: else
15: x̂i = 1
16: end if
17: end for
18: end for
19: else
20: // Diversification
21: for each family of variables x ∈ {a, b, p} do
22: for each i do
23: if num

xi
n−1 ≥ µxn−1 + 1

2
σx
n−1 then

24: x̂i =
(

1 + rat
xi
n−1

)−1

25: else if num
xi
n−1 < µxn−1 then

26: x̂i =
(

rat
xi
n−1

)−1

27: else
28: x̂i = 1
29: end if
30: end for
31: end for
32: end if
33: Formulate linear program from Section 4.2 as LP
34: {SLP , RLP ,KLP } = LP.solve()
35: if cost(SLP , RLP ,KLP ) < minCost then
36: minCost = cost(SLP , RLP ,KLP )
37: {S′, R′,K′} = {SLP , RLP ,KLP }
38: unimproved = 0
39: else
40: unimproved += 1
41: end if

42: Update utilization statistics: rat
xi
n = avg

xi
n

max
xi
n
, num

xi
n , µxn, σ

x
n

43: end for
44: return {S′, R′,K′}
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4.3 LP-Greedy Hybrid480

The third algorithm we introduce is a hybrid of the first two algorithms. This481

algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3 and detailed below. First, an initial482

solution is generated by Algorithm 2 (line 1). The unit cost to transfer the483

maximum amount of CO2 between each (source, reservoir) pair in the solu-484

tion is then calculated (lines 4-29). Calculating this cost is done in a similar485

fashion to what was done in Section 4.1 when finding the cheapest path for486

a (source, reservoir) pair: First, the maximum amount of CO2 transferable487

between the (source, reservoir) pair in the solution is calculated as the min-488

imum of the CO2 captured at the source and injected at the reservoir (line489

5). Second, the capture and storage costs associated with that amount of490

CO2 is calculated as the sum of the utilization costs (line 6) and applicable491

fixed costs (lines 7-12). Third, the shortest path in the solution between the492

(source, reservoir) pair is calculated by first parameterizing a network with493

the cost savings of removing this pair from the solution (lines 14-23). This is494

done by considering each directed edge in the solution that is hosting more495

CO2 than the maximum transferable amount (lines 15-16). The cost of a new496

pipeline hosting the original amount of CO2 minus the maximum transferable497

amount is calculated (lines 17-20). The cost of this edge in the cost network498

is set to be the difference between the cost of the pipeline in the solution and499

the new pipeline cost (line 21). The cheapest path for the (source, reservoir)500

pair is calculated by finding the shortest path in the cost network (line 24).501

These capture, transport, and storage costs and summed and the cost per ton502

of CO2 calculated and recorded (line 27).503

Once the pairwise costs of each (source, reservoir) pair is calculated, the504

cheapest (per ton of CO2) reservoir for each source is identified (lines 31-35)505

and the most expensive pair is selected (line 36). The rationale for this step506

is that selecting the most expensive (source, reservoir) pair from the list of507

all pairs will likely select a pair with high transportation cost (i.e. physically508

distant from each other) that would not actually pair together to transfer509

CO2 instead of a pair that would reasonably pair together. Instead, the list510

of cheapest pairs will reflect more likely pairings, of which we select the most511

expensive one for removal.512

The most expensive of the cheapest, for each source, (source, reservoir)513

pairs is removed from the solution (lines 38-59). A pair is removed from the514

solution by removing the maximum transferable amount of CO2 from the515

source and reservoir (lines 38-46). The cost and volume of CO2 on each edge516

in the cheapest path between the (source, reservoir) pair is then calculated517

and updated (lines 48-59).518

Finally, the cheapest replacement (source, reservoir) pairs are then added519

back to the solution using Algorithm 1 (line 62). Before Algorithm 1 is run,520

the solution variables in Algorithm 1 (S ′, R′, K ′) are set to be the S′, R′,521

and K ′ values from this algorithm (line 61). This process is repeated for a522

fixed number of iterations and improves the solution by replacing expensive523

(source, reservoir) pairs with cheaper ones.524
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The driver of the running time for each iteration of Algorithm 3 is not525

as clear as the preceding algorithms. Algorithm 2 is run only once, in line 1.526

Lines 4-29 takes O(|S||R|(|K||C| + ShortestPath)), where |S| is the number527

of sources, |R| is the number of reservoirs, |K| is the number of pipeline com-528

ponents, |C| is the number of trends, and ShortestPath is the running time529

for the shortest path algorithm used. Line 62 calls Algorithm 1, which runs530

in O((|S||R|)2(|K||C|+ ShortestPath)) time, with possibly a different short-531

est path algorithm than Algorithm 3. In practice though, Algorithm 1 does532

not need to run many iterations, since the amount of captured CO2 is still533

very close to the target. So, it is unlikely that Algorithm 1 will actually run534

for close to |S||R| iterations in its line 2, whereas lines 4-29 in Algorithm 1535

will run in Θ(|S||R|(|K||C| + ShortestPath)) time each iteration. Nonethe-536

less, the running time is O(numIterations+ |S||R|(|K||C|+ShortestPath) +537

(|S||R|)2(|K||C| + ShortestPath)), where numIterations is the number of538

iterations enforced in line 2.539
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Algorithm 3 LP-Greedy Hybrid

Input: Sources S, Reservoirs R, Candidate Pipelines K, Capture Target T
Parameters: maxIterationsHybrid,maxIterationsLP, improvingThreshold
Output: S′ ⊆ S,R′ ⊆ R,K′ ⊆ K

1: {S′, R′,K′} = IterativeLP(S,R,K, T,maxIterationsLP, improvingThreshold)
2: for n < maxIterationsHybrid do
3: srcSnkPairCosts = ∅
4: for (src, res) ∈ S′ ×R′ do
5: c = min(src.captured, res.stored)
6: cost = c · (src.variableCost + res.variableCost)
7: if c = src.captured then
8: cost += src.fixedCost
9: end if

10: if c = res.stored then
11: cost += res.fixedCost
12: end if
13:
14: N = ∅
15: for directed edge e = (u, v) in K′ do
16: if e.transported ≥ c then
17: vol = e.transported - c
18: oldCost = e.costInK′

19: trend = smallestTrendWithCapacity(vol)
20: newCost = trend.fixedCost + trend.variableCost · vol
21: N .addEdgeWithCost(e, oldCost − newCost)
22: end if
23: end for
24: path = shortestPathInN(src, res)
25: cost += path.cost
26:
27: cost /= c
28: srcSnkPairCosts.add((src, res, path, c, cost))
29: end for
30:
31: cheapestSourcePairs = ∅
32: for src ∈ S′ do
33: (src, res, path, c, cost) = srcSnkPairCosts.cheapestCostForSrc(src)
34: cheapestSourcePairs.add((src, res, path, c, cost))
35: end for
36: Let (src, res, path, c, cost) be most expensive entry in cheapestSourcePairs
37:
38: src.captured -= c
39: if src.captured = c then
40: S′.remove(src)
41: end if
42:
43: res.stored -= c
44: if res.stored = c then
45: R′.remove(res)
46: end if
47:
48: for directed edge e = (u, v) in path do
49: if e.transported > c then
50: vol = e.transported - c
51: trend = smallestTrendWithCapacity(vol)
52: e.transported = vol
53: e.costInK′ = trend.fixedCost + trend.variableCost · vol
54: else
55: e.transported = 0
56: e.costInK′ = ∞
57: K′.remove(e)
58: end if
59: end for
60:
61: Set GreedyAdd solution variables (S′, R′, K′) to reference these S′, R′, K′ values
62: {S′, R′,K′} = GreedyAdd(S,R,K, T )
63: end for
64: return {S′, R′,K′}
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5 Results540

For the algorithms presented in Section 4 to be useful in realistic applications,541

they must both (1) solve instances significantly faster than optimal MILP542

approaches and (2) find solutions whose costs are close to optimal. In this543

section, we present results from testing the GreedyAdd, IterativeLP , and544

Hybrid algorithms on real CCS datasets. These algorithms were implemented545

and integrated with the SimCCS CCS infrastructure optimization software.546

Optimal MILPs were formulated using SimCCS and the MILP presented in547

Section 2. The MILP implemented does not incorporate any enhancements548

(e.g., Benders decomposition) which could result in a lower execution time.549

Initial experiments suggested that parameterizing the IterativeLP algorithm550

to run for 200 iterations and to switch between intensification and diversifi-551

cation phases after 5 iterations of not improving the cost of the solution lead552

to the highest quality solutions in the quickest time. The Hybrid algorithm553

was parameterized with the same values for its execution of IterativeLP and554

was set to run through the component removal/addition process for 100 iter-555

ations. Results presented were produced running the algorithms implemented556

in SimCCS on a machine running Fedora 30 with an Intel Core i7-2450 pro-557

cessor running at 2.1 GHz using 32 GB of RAM. The optimal MILPs were558

solved on this machine using IBM’s CPLEX optimization tool, version 12.10.559

Source and reservoir data were provided by the Great Plains Institute560

in support of the National Petroleum Council’s 2019 Carbon Capture, Use,561

and Storage study (National Petroleum Council, 2019). This study involved562

a ground up economic analysis of hundreds of potential source locations and563

resulted in the most modern CO2 capture database to date covering a vast564

geographic region and many industries. Reservoir data includes both storage565

without direct economic benefit (i.e. deep saline formation storage) as well566

as storage that incurs a direct economic benefit (i.e. enhanced oil recovery1).567

This data spans most of the contiguous United States and has a total of568

150 potential sources and 270 potential sinks. Candidate pipeline routes were569

generated in SimCCS using its novel network generation algorithms (Yaw570

et al., 2019). A sample infrastructure design is presented in Figure 3.571

1 Enhanced oil recovery is the process of injecting CO2 into oil fields to increase produc-
tion. Oil fields will pay for CO2 for this purpose, so the capture facility will collect proceeds
from sale of CO2 to the oil field.
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Sources: 22
Reservoirs: 40
Annual CO2 Stored: 14.39
Edges: 131

Total Cost Unit Cost
($M/yr) ($/tCO2)

Capture:       424.16 29.47
Transport:   308.44 21.43
Storage:       -301.6 -20.95
Total:            431.0 29.94

Fig. 3: Sample CCS infrastructure design with 40 possible sources and 40
possible reservoirs. Selected sources and reservoirs are larger and in dark red
(sources) and dark blue (reservoirs). The purple edges are the candidate net-
work and the selected edges are green.

The motivation for developing new CCS infrastructure design algorithms is572

the massive time requirement for solving optimal MILPs and input instances573

grow large. To evaluate the running time of the algorithms, four scenarios were574

considered that set the number of available sources and sinks as 20, 40, 80,575

or 160. For each scenario, 10 instances were generated that randomly selected576

the appropriate number of sources and sinks from the full available set. The577

average sizes of the resulting scenarios is presented in Table 1. The variation of578

instance sizes within each scenario is less than 10%. Target capture amounts

Table 1: Scenario Sizes

Average Number Average Number Number of Trends
Scenario of Vertices of Edges per Edge

20 72.1 105.6 2
40 163.4 245.3 2
80 332.1 507.6 2
160 647.4 1005.1 2

579

for each individual instance were set as the maximum amount of CO2 able580

to be captured and stored, calculated as the minimum of the total capturable581

CO2 and total annual reservoir storage capacity. The running time required582
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for each algorithm on each scenario is recorded as the average of the running583

time over the 10 instances. Figure 4 presents the average running time re-584

quired for each algorithm in each scenario. Note the logarithmic scale y-axis.585

Error bars representing the minimum and maximum values are presented to586

illustrate the variability in running time. For some algorithms and scenarios587

(e.g., GreedyAdd and IterativeLP ), very little variation was found. All three588

algorithms substantially reduce running time compared to solving the MILP589

optimally. For the largest scenario, this improvement is near two orders of590

magnitude for the worst algorithm (GreedyAdd) and four orders of magni-591

tude for the best (IterativeLP ). It is also apparent that for larger scenarios,592

IterativeLP is significantly faster than both GreedyAdd and Hybrid. This593

performance difference is likely attributable to the rapid speed even very large594

linear programs can be solved.595
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Fig. 4: Average running time (logarithmic scale) versus input instance size.

Though reducing the running time it takes to solve CCS infrastructure596

design problems is the primary objective of these algorithms, quick solutions597

are not beneficial if the quality of the solution is very poor. To evaluate the598

quality of the solution, the cost of the infrastructure designs from the running599

time experiment were compared. The true cost of the infrastructure that does600

not include any scaling factors used by the algorithms to manipulate costs was601

calculated and is reported here. Figure 5 presents average true solution costs602

of the infrastructure designs found by each algorithm in each scenario. Error603

bars representing the minimum and maximum values across all algorithms604

are presented to illustrate the variability in solution costs. Variability is very605

similar across the algorithms, and is much larger than the differences in the606

average values, so only the largest maximum and smallest minimum for each607

scenario is displayed. Solutions costs increase as the size of the input instances608
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increase, since more infrastructure incurs a higher cost. Costs for all algorithms609

stay fairly close to the optimal costs.610
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Fig. 5: Average solution cost versus input instance size.

Figure 6 presents the average percent each algorithm’s costs increased over611

the optimal cost. Error bars representing the minimum and maximum values612

across all algorithms are presented to illustrate the variability in solution costs.613

Variability is very similar across the algorithms, and is much larger than the614

differences in the average values, so only the largest maximum and smallest615

minimum for each scenario is displayed. The average, minimum, and maxi-616

mum percent deviation over optimal for each algorithm in each scenario is617

provided in Table 2. All algorithms found solutions that were less than 13%618

more expensive than the cost of the optimal solution. Aside from some vari-619

ability seen with small instances, GreedyAdd finds solutions with better costs620

than IterativeLP and Hybrid.621
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Fig. 6: Percent increase in average solution cost compared to optimal solution
versus input instance size.

Table 2: Percent Deviation from Optimal Cost

Scenario
20 40 80 160

min 2.73% 0.11% 4.42% 2.55%
GreedyAdd avg 5.65% 5.80% 6.70% 4.95%

max 15.11% 9.49% 14.36% 20.92%
min 0.61% 4.36% 10.15% 0.38%

IterativeLP avg 4.05% 7.20% 12.77% 7.58%
max 14.42% 12.69% 19.55% 21.37%
min 0.43% 4.24% 7.08% 0.16%

Hybrid avg 3.15% 6.87% 10.02% 6.72%
max 8.17% 12.5% 14.53% 20.22%

This evaluation suggests that all three algorithms can greatly reduce run-622

ning time while keeping solution costs close to optimal. One final interesting623

question is to consider the process for actually solving optimal MILPs. CPLEX624

tends to very quickly converge on good solutions and spends the majority of625

its time closing the final gap. Even if the algorithms presented here run in626

less time than it takes CPLEX to terminate, it is possible that CPLEX will627

find a solution that is better than the algorithm’s solution in less time than628

the algorithm took. Figure 7 presents the time it takes CPLEX to generate629

a solution whose value is better than the solution that GreedyAdd found.630

Note the logarithmic scale y-axis. Error bars representing the minimum and631

maximum values are presented to illustrate the variability in time. This was632

only presented for GreedyAdd since it was the algorithm that consistently633

found the lowest cost solutions. For the largest scenario, it takes CPLEX on634
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average approximately 4.75 minutes before its solution has a lower cost than635

GreedyAdd’s solution.636

Fig. 7: Average time it takes for CPLEX to find a lower cost solution than the
algorithm (logarithmic scale) versus input instance size.

Figure 8 presents the optimality gap that CPLEX had when it found a637

lower cost solution than the solution that GreedyAdd found. The optimality638

gap is the gap between the best integer solution found and the best relaxed639

solution in the remaining search space. As such, it does not correspond to the640

gap with the actual optimal solution, but instead it is the gap with current641

best lower bound on the optimal minimum cost. Error bars representing the642

minimum and maximum values are presented to illustrate the gap variability.643

For the largest scenario, the optimality gap was on average 20% when CPLEX’s644

solution surpassed GreedyAdd’s solution, even though the eventual gap with645

the optimal solution was on average 5% (Figure 6).646
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Fig. 8: CPLEX optimality gap when CPLEX found a lower cost solution than
the algorithm versus input instance size.

Even though all algorithms greatly reduce running time compared to op-647

timally solving MILPs, they do so to a varying degree and with a varying648

impact on solution costs. This presents a different use case for each algorithm.649

GreedyAdd is the most accurate, consistently staying within 7% of optimal.650

This suggests that GreedyAdd will work well for small to mid-ranged scenar-651

ios, consistently providing reliably good solutions. It also has the advantage of652

not requiring special software (e.g., CPLEX) to solve linear programs. Finally,653

GreedyAdd would be much more straightforward to parallelize than the other654

algorithms, which could open to door to constructing a high-performance com-655

puting workflow. IterativeLP is the fastest and also achieves high accuracy for656

some scenarios. Many CCS studies are proposing a high-level screening phase657

that will run thousands of instances reflecting the uncertainty involved in many658

of the economic and physical parameters. Having a tool like IterativeLP avail-659

able, that can quickly give rough cost estimates, would enable this high-level660

screening. Hybrid is able to improve on the solutions chosen and could even661

be adapted to work as a refinement tool on other CCS infrastructure design662

algorithms.663

6 Conclusion664

In this research, we presented three algorithms for the CID problem demon-665

strated experimentally that they are fast with minimal loss in solution quality666

for realistic CCS data. These algorithms represent viable approaches for ap-667

proximating CCS infrastructure designs for large scenarios. We explored the668

trade-offs between the algorithms and suggested specific use cases for each.669

This enables organizations to better explore scenarios that were previously670

hindered by the intractability of solving MILPs optimally.671
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Future practical work could focus on more testing and improving the high672

variability seen in the IterativeLP algorithm. Testing should take place on673

other data sets. Scenarios fed by other data sets may see differences in net-674

work structure, requiring modifications of each algorithm. In addition, further675

improvements should look at reducing the solution costs for all algorithms.676

Future theoretical work could look at developing algorithms with theoret-677

ical performance guarantees (i.e. approximation algorithms). Such algorithms678

would be of interest to the larger community given the CID problem’s rela-679

tionship with the FCNF problem, but would also provide insight into CCS680

infrastructure designs that cannot be compared to an optimal solution.681
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